Abstract-A well-designed fine-grained categorization system usually has three contradictory requirements: accuracy (the ability to identify objects among subordinate categories); interpretability (the ability to provide human-understandable explanation of recognition system behavior); and efficiency (the speed of the system). To handle the trade-off between accuracy and interpretability, we propose a novel "Deeper Part-Stacked CNN" architecture armed with interpretability by modeling subtle differences between object parts. The proposed architecture consists of a part localization network, a two-stream classification network that simultaneously encodes object-level and part-level cues, and a feature vectors fusion component. Specifically, the part localization network is implemented by exploring a new paradigm for key point localization that first samples a small number of representable pixels and then determine their labels via a convolutional layer followed by a softmax layer. We also use a cropping layer to extract part features and propose a scale mean-max layer for feature fusion learning. Experimentally, our proposed method outperform state-of-the-art approaches both in part localization task and classification task on Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011. Moreover, by adopting a set of sharing strategies between the computation of multiple object parts, our single model is fairly efficient running at 32 frames/sec.
INTRODUCTION
F INE-GRAINED visual categorization (FGVC) refers to the task of indentifying objects from subordinate categories and is now an important subfield in object recognition. FGVC applications include, for example, recognizing species of birds [1] , [2] , [3] , pets [4] , [5] , flowers [6] , [7] , and cars [8] , [9] . Lay individuals tend to find it easy to quickly distinguish basic-level categories (e.g., cars or dogs), but identifying subordinate classes like "Ringed-billed gull" or "California gull" can be difficult, even for bird experts. Tools that aid in this regard would be of high practical value.
This task is made challenging due to the small inter-class variance caused by subtle differences between subordinaries and the large intra-class variance caused by negative factors such as differing pose, multiple views, and occlusions. However, impressive progress [3] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] has been made over the last few years and fine-grained recognition techniques are now close to practical use in various applications such as for wildlife observation and in surveillance systems.
Whilst numerous attempts have been made to boost the classification accuracy of FGVC [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , an important aspect of the problem has yet to be addressed, namely the ability to generate a human-understandable "manual" on how to distinguish fine-grained categories in detail. For example, ecological protection volunteers would benefit from an algorithm that could not only accurately classify bird species but also provide brief instructions on how to distinguish very similar subspecies (a "Ringed-billed" and "California gull", for instance, differ only in their beak Fig. 1 . Overview of the proposed approach. We propose to classify finegrained categories by modeling the subtle difference from specific object parts. Beyond classification results, the proposed DPS-CNN architecture also offers human-understandable instructions on how to classify highly similar object categories explicitly.
pattern, see Figure 1 ), aided by some intuitive illustrative examples. Existing fine-grained recognition methods that aim to provide a visual field guide mostly follow a "part-based one-vs.-one features" (POOFs) [3] , [19] , [20] routine or employ human-in-the-loop methods [21] , [22] , [23] . However, since the amount of available data requiring interpretation is increasing drastically, a method that simultaneously implements and interprets FGVC using deep learning methods [24] is now both possible and advocated.
It is widely acknowledged that the subtle differences between fine-grained categories mostly reside in the unique properties of object parts [15] , [19] , [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] . Therefore, a practical solution to interpreting classification results as human-understandable manuals is to discover classification criteria from object parts. Some existing finegrained datasets provide detailed part annotations including part landmarks and attributes [2] , [9] . However, they (1) a fully convolutional network for part landmark localization; (2) a part stream where multiple parts share the same feature extraction procedure, while being separated by a novel part crop layer given detected part locations; (3) an object stream to capture global information; and (4) Feature fusion layer with input feature vectors from part stream and object stream to achieve the final feature representation.
are usually associated with a large number of object parts, which incur a heavy computational burden for both part detection and classification. From this perspective, a method that follows an object part-aware strategy to provide interpretable prediction criteria at minimal computational effort but deals with large numbers of parts is desirable. In this scenario, independently training a large convolutional neural network (CNN) for each part and then combining them in a unified framework is impractical [27] .
Here we address the fine-grained categorization problem not only in terms of accuracy and efficiency when performing subordinate-level object recognition but also with regard to the interpretable characteristics of the resulting model. We do this by learning a new part-based CNN for FGVC that models multiple object parts in a unified framework with high efficiency. Similar to previous fine-grained recognition approaches, the proposed method consists of a localization module to detect object parts (where pathway) and a classification module to classify fine-grained categories at the subordinate level (what pathway). In particular, our key point localization network structure is composed of a sub-network used in contemporary classification networks (AlexNet [24] and BN-GoogleNet [29] ) and a 1x1 convolutional layer followed by a softmax layer to predict evidence of part locations. The inferred part locations are then fed into the classification network, in which a twostream architecture is proposed to analyze images at both the object level (global information) and part level (local information). Multiple parts are then computed via a shared feature extraction route, separated directly on feature maps using a part cropping layer, concatenated, and then fed into a shallower network for object classification. Except for categorical predictions, our method also generates interpretable classification instructions based on object parts. Since the proposed deeper network architecture-based framework employs a sharing strategy that stacks the computation of multiple parts, we call it Deeper Part-Stacked CNN (DPS-CNN).
This paper makes the following contributions:
1) DPS-CNN is the first efficient framework that not only achieves state-of-the-art performance on Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 but also allows interpretation; 2) We explore a new paradigm for key point localization, which has exceed state of the art performance on Birds-200-2011 dataset; 3) Our classification network follows a two-stream structure that captures both object level (global) and part level (local) information, in which a new share-and-divide strategy is presented to compute multiple object parts. As a result, the proposed architecture is very efficient with a capacity of 32 frames/sec 1 without sacrificing the fine-grained categorization accuracy. Also, we propose a new strategy called scale mean-max (SMM) for feature fusion learning. This paper is not a direct extension of our previous work [30] and several other state-of-the-art fine-grained classification models [17] , [31] , [32] , [33] but a significant development regarding the following aspects: Different to [31] who adapts FCN for part localization, we propose a new paradigm for key point localization that first samples a small number of representable pixels and then determine their labels via a convolutional layer followed by a softmax 1 . For reference, a single CaffeNet runs at 82 frames/sec under the same experimental setting. layer; We also propose a new network architecture and enrich the methodology used in [30] ; Further, we introduce a simple but effective part feature encoding (named Scale Average Max) method in contrast to Bilinear in [17] , Spatially Weighted Fisher Vector in [33] , and Part-based Fully Connected in [33] . The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Related works are summarized in Section 2, and the proposed architecture including the localization and classification networks is described in Section 3. Detailed performance studies and analysis are presented in Section 4, and in Section 5 we conclude and propose various applications of the proposed DPS-CNN architecture.
RELATED WORK
Keypoint Localization. Subordinate categories generally share a fixed number of semantic components defined as 'parts' or 'key points' but with subtle differences in these components. Intuitively, when distinguishing between two subordinate categories, the widely accepted approach is to align components containing these fine differences. Therefore, localizing parts or key points plays a crucial role in fine-grained recognition, as demonstrated in recent works [19] , [26] , [27] , [34] , [35] , [36] .
Seminal works in this area have relied on prior knowledge about the global shape [37] , [38] , [39] , [40] . For example, the active shape model (ASM) uses a mixture of Gaussian distributions to model the shape. Although these techniques provide an effective way to locate facial landmarks, they cannot usually handle a wide range of differences such as those seen in bird species recognition. The other group of methods [16] , [27] , [32] , [41] , [42] , [43] , [44] , [45] trains a set of key point detectors to model local appearance and then uses a spatial model to capture their dependencies and has become more popular in recent years. Among them, the part localization method proposed in [32] , [43] , [44] is most similar to ours. In [43] , a convolutional sub-network is used to predict the bounding box coordinates without using a region candidate. Although its performance is acceptable because the network is learned by jointly optimizing the part regression, classification, and alignment, all parts of the model need to be trained separately. To tackle this problem, [44] and [32] adopt the similar pipeline of Fast R-CNN [46] , in which part region candidates are generated to learn the part detector. In this work, we discard the common proposal-generating process and regard all receptive field centers 2 of a certain intermediate layer as potential candidate key points. This strategy results in a highly efficient localization network, since we take advantage of the natural properties of CNNs to avoid the process of proposal generation.
Our work is also inspired by and inherited from fully convolutional networks (FCNs) [47] , which produces dense predictions with convolutional networks. However, our network structure is best regarded as a fast and effective approach to predict sparse pixels since we only need to determine the class labels of the centers of the receptive fields of interest. Thus, FCN is more suited to segmentation, while our framework is designed for sparse key point detection. As FCN aims to predict intermediate feature maps then upsample them to match the input image size for pixelwise prediction. Recent works [31] , [48] borrow this idea directly for key point localization. During training, both of these works resize the ground truths to the size of the output feature maps and then use them to supervise the network learning, while, during testing, the predicted feature maps are resized to match the input size to generate the final key point prediction. However, these methods cannot guarantee 2. Here the receptive field means the area of the input image, to which a location in a higher layer feature map correspond. accurate position prediction due to the upsampling process. Fine-Grained Visual Categorization.A number of methods have been developed to classify object categories at the subordinate level. The best performing methods have gained performance improvements by exploiting the following three aspects: more discriminative features (including deep CNNs) for better visual representation [24] , [49] , [50] , [51] , [52] ; explicit alignment approaches to eliminate pose displacements [16] , [53] ; and part-based methods to examine the impact of object parts [19] , [26] , [27] , [34] , [35] , [36] . Another approach has been used to explore human-in-theloop methods [14] , [54] , [55] to identify the most discriminative regions for classifying fine-grained categories. Although such methods provide direct and important information about how humans perform fine-grained recognition, they are not scalable due to the need for human interactions during testing. Of these, part-based methods are thought to be most relevant to fine-grained recognition, in which the subtle differences between fine-grained categories mostly relate to the unique object part properties.
Some part-based methods [19] , [27] employ strong annotations including bounding boxes, part landmarks, or attributes from existing fine-grained recognition datasets [2] , [5] , [9] , [11] . While strong supervision significantly boosts performance, the expensive human labelling process motivates the use of weakly-supervised fine-grained recognition without manually labeled part annotations, i.e., discovering object parts in an unsupervised fashion [12] , [17] , [56] . Current state-of-the-art methods for fine-grained recognition include [31] and [17] , which both employ deep feature encoding method, while DPS-CNN is largely inherited from [27] , who first detected the location of two object parts and then trained an individual CNN based on the unique properties of each part. Compared to part-based R-CNN, the proposed method is far more efficient for both detection and classification. As a result, we can use many more object parts than [27] , while still maintaining speed during testing.
Lin et al. [17] , argued that manually defined parts were sub-optimal for object recognition and thus proposed a bilinear model consisting of two streams whose roles were interchangeable as detectors or features. Although this design exploited the data-driven approach to possibly improve classification performance, it also made the resulting model difficult to interpret. In contrast, our method attempts to balance the need for classification accuracy and model interpretability in fine-grained recognition systems.
DEEPER PART-STACKED CNN
A key motivation of our proposed method is to produce a fine-grained recognition system that not only considers recognition accuracy but also addresses efficiency and interpretability. To ensure that the resulting model is interpretable, we employ strong part-level annotations with the potential to provide human-understandable classification criteria. We also adapt several strategies such as sparse prediction instead of dense prediction to eliminate part proposal generation and to share computation for all part features. For the sake of classification accuracy, we learn a comprehensive representation by incorporating both global (object-level) and local (part-level) features. Based on these, in this section we present the model architecture of the proposed Deeper Part-Stacked CNN (DPS-CNN).
According to the common framework for fine-grained recognition, the proposed architecture is decomposed into a localization network (Section 3.1) and a classification network (Section 3.2). In our previous work [30] , we adopted CaffeNet [57] , a slightly modified version of the standard seven-layer AlexNet architecture [24] , as the basic network structure. In this paper, we use a deeper but more powerful network (BN-GoogleNet) [29] as a substitute. A unique feature of our architecture is that the message transferring operation from the localization network to the classification network, which uses the detected part locations to perform part-based classification, is conducted directly on the Inception-4a output feature maps within the data forwarding process. This is a significant departure from the standard two-stage pipeline of part-based R-CNN, which consecutively localizes object parts and then trains partspecific CNNs on the detected regions. Based on this design, sharing schemes are performed to make the proposed DPS-CNN fairly efficient for both learning and inference. Figure  2 illustrates the overall network architecture.
Localization Network
The first stage in our proposed architecture is a localization network that aims to detect the location of object parts. We employ the simplest form of part landmark annotation, where a 2D key point is annotated at the center of each object part. Assume that M -the number of object parts labeled in the dataset is sufficiently large to offer a complete set of object parts in which fine-grained categories are usually different. A naive approach to predicting these key points is to directly apply FCN architecture [47] for dense pixel-wise prediction. However, this method usually biases the learned predictor because, in this task and unlike semantic segmentation, the number of key point annotations is extremely small compared to the number of irrelevant pixels.
Motivated by the recent progress in object detection [58] and semantic segmentation [47] , we propose to use the centers of receptive fields as key point candidates and use a fully convolutional network to perform sparse pixel prediction to locate the key points of object parts (see Figure 4(b) ). In the field of object detection, box candidates expected to be likely objects are first extracted using proposal-generating methods such as selective search [59] and region proposal networks [58] . Then, CNN features are learned to represent these box candidates and finally used to determine their class label. We adapt this pipeline to key point localization but omit the candidate generation process and simply treat the centers of receptive fields corresponding to a certain layer as candidate points. As shown in Figure 4 (a), the advantage of using this method is that each candidate point can be represented by a 1D cross-channel feature vector in the output feature maps. Also, in our candidate point evaluation experiments in Table 1 , we find that given an input image of size 448x448 and using the receptive fields of the inception-4a layer in BN-GoogleNet generates 28x28 candidate points and 100% recall at PCK@0.1.
Fully convolutional network.
An FCN is achieved by replacing the parameter-rich fully connected layers in standard CNN architectures constructed by convolutional layers with kernels of spatial size 1 × 1. Given an input RGB image, the output of an FCN is a feature map of reduced dimension compared to the input. The computation of each unit in the feature map only corresponds to pixels inside a region of fixed size in the input image, which is called its feature map. We prefer FCNs because of the following reasons: (1) feature maps generated by FCNs can be directly utilized as the part locating results in the classification network, as detailed in Section 3.2; (2) the results of multiple object parts can be obtained simultaneously; (3) FCNs are very efficient for both learning and inference.
Learning. We model the part localization process as a multi-class classification problem on sparse output spatial positions. Specifically, suppose the output of the last FCN convolutional layer is of size h × w × d, where h and w are spatial dimensions and d is the number of channels. We set d = M + 1. Here, M is the number of object parts and 1 denotes an additional channel to model the background. To generate corresponding ground-truth labels in the form of feature maps, units indexed by h × w spatial positions are labeled with their nearest object part; units that are not close to any of the labeled parts (with an overlap with respect to a receptive field) are labeled as background. In this way, ground-truth part annotations are transformed into the form of corresponding feature maps, while in recent works that directly apply FCNs [31] , [48] , the supervision information is generated by directly resizing the part ground-truth image.
Another practical problem here is determining the model depth and the input image size for training the FCN. Generally, layers at later stages carry more discriminative power and, therefore, are more likely to generate good localization results; however, their receptive fields are also much larger than those of previous layers. For example, the receptive field of the inception-4a layer in BN-GoogleNet has a size of 107 × 107 compared to the 224 × 224 input image, which is too large to model an object part. We propose a simple trick to deal with this problem, namely upsampling the input images so that the fixed size receptive fields denoting object parts become relatively smaller compared to the whole object, while still using later stage layers to guarantee discriminative power. In the proposed architecture, the input image is upsampled to double the resolution and the inception-4a layer is adopted to guarantee discrimination.
The localization network is illustrated in Figure 5 . The input images are warped and resized into a fixed size of 448 × 448. All layers from the beginning to the inception4a layer are cut from the BN-GoogleNet architecture, so the output size of the inception-4a layer is 28 × 28 × 576. Then, we further introduce an 1×1 convolutional layer with M + 1 outputs termed conv for classification. By adopting a location-preserving softmax that normalizes predictions at each spatial location of the feature map, the final loss function is a sum of softmax loss at all 28 × 28 positions:
where
. Here,ĉ ∈ [0, 1, ..., M ] is the part label of the patch at location (h, w), where the label 0 denotes background. f conv (h, w, c) stands for the output of conv layer at spatial position (h, w) and channel c.
Inference. Inference starts from the output of the learned FCN, i.e., (M + 1) part-specific heat maps of size 28 × 28, in which we introduce a Gaussian kernel G to remove isolated noise in the feature maps. The final output of the localization network are M locations in the 28 × 28 conv feature map, each of which is computed as the location with the maximum response for one object part. Meanwhile, considering that object parts may be missing in some images due to varied poses and occlusion, we set a threshold µ that if the maximum response of a part is below µ, we simply discard this part's channel in the classification network for this image. Let g(h, w, c) = σ(h, w, c) * G, the inferred part locations are given as:
Classification network
The second stage of the proposed DPS-CNN is a classification network with the inferred part locations given as an input. As shown in Figure 2 , it follows a two-stream architecture with a Part Stream and a Object Stream to capture semantics from different angles. The outputs of both two streams are fed into a feature fusion layer followed by a fully connected layer and a softmax layer.
Part stream. The part stream is the core of the proposed DPS-CNN architecture. To capture object part-dependent differences between fine-grained categories, one can train a set of part CNNs, each one of which conducts classification on a part separately, as proposed by Zhang et al. [27] . Although such method works well for situations employing two object parts [27] , we argue that this approach is not applicable when the number of object parts is much larger, as in our case, because of the high time and space complexities.
We introduce two strategies to improve part stream efficiency, the first being model parameter sharing. Specifically, model parameters of layers before the part crop layer and inception-4e are shared among all object parts and can be regarded as a generic part-level feature extractor. This strategy reduces the number of parameters in the proposed architecture and thus reduces the risk of overfitting. We also introduce a part crop layer as a computational sharing strategy. The layer ensures that the feature extraction procedure of all parts only requires one pass through the convolutional layers.
After performing the shared feature extraction procedure, the computation of each object part is then partitioned through a part crop layer to model part-specific classification cues. As shown in Figure 2 , the input for the part crop layer is a set of feature maps (the output of inception-4a layer in our architecture) and the predicted part locations from the previous localization network, which also reside in inception-4a feature maps. For each part, the part crop layer extracts a local neighborhood centered on the detected part location. Features outside the cropped region are simply discarded. In practice, we crop l × h neighborhood regions from the 28 × 28 inception-4a feature maps. The cropped size of feature regions may have an impact on recognition performance, because larger crops will result in redundancy when extracting multiple part features, while smaller crops cannot guarantee rich information. For simplicity, we use l = h = 7 in this paper to ensure that the resulting receptive field is large enough to cover the entire part.
Object stream. The object stream captures object-level semantics for fine-grained recognition. It follows the general architecture of BN-GoogleNet, in which the input of the network is a 448 × 448 RGB image and the output of incenption-5b layer are 14 × 14 feature maps. Therefore, we use 14 × 14 average pooling instead of 7 × 7 in original setting.
The design of the two-stream architecture in DPS-CNN is analogous to the famous Deformable Part-based Models [60] , in which object-level features are captured through a root filter in a coarser scale, while detailed part-level information is modeled by several part filters at a finer scale. We find it critical to measure visual cues from multiple semantic levels in an object recognition algorithm.
We conduct the standard gradient descent to train the classification network. It should be noted, however, that the gradient of each element ∂E ∂Xi,j in inception-4a feature maps is calculated by the following equation:
where E is the loss function, X 
Specifically, the gradient of each cropped part feature map (in 7 × 7 spatial resolution) is projected back to the original size of inception-4a (28 × 28 feature maps) according to the respective part location and then summed. The computation of all other layers simply follows the standard gradient rules. Note that the proposed DPS-CNN is implemented as a two stage framework, i.e. after training the FCN, weights of the localization network are fixed when training the classification network.
Feature Fusion
The commonest method [27] , [44] for combining all partlevel and object-level features is to simply concatenate all these feature vectors as illustrated in Figure 3(a) . However, this approach may cause feature redundancy and also suffer from high-dimensionality when part numbers become large. To effectively utilize all part-and object-level features, we present three options for learning fusion features: scale sum (SS), scale max (SM), and scale mean-max (SMM), as illustrated in Figure 3 respectively. All three methods include the shared process of placing a scale layer on top of each branch. Nevertheless, as indicated by their names, the scale sum feature is the element-wise sum of all output branches, the scale max feature is generated by an element-wise maximum operation, while the scale average-max feature is the concatenation of element-wise mean and max features. In our previous work [30] based on the standard CaffeNet architecture, each branch from the part stream and the object stream was connected with an independent fc6 layer to encourage diversity features, and the final fusion feature was the sum of all the outputs of these fc6 layers. As this fusion process requires M + 1 times model parameters more than the original fc6 layer in CaffeNet and consequently incurs a huge memory cost, a 1 × 1 convolutional layer is used for dimensionality reduction. Here we redesign this component for simplicity and to improve performance. First, a shared inception module is placed on top of the cropped part region to generate higher level features. Also, a scale layer follows each branch feature to encourage diversity between parts. Furthermore, the scale layer has fewer parameters than the fully connected layer and, therefore, reduces the risk of overfitting and decreases the model storage requirements.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section we present experimental results and a thorough analysis of the proposed method. Specifically, we evaluate the performance from four different aspects: localization accuracy, classification accuracy, inference efficiency, and model interpretation.
Dataset and implementation details
Experiments are conducted on the widely used fine-grained classification benchmark the Caltech-UCSD Birds dataset (CUB-200-2011) [2] . The dataset contains 200 bird categories with roughly 30 training images per category. In the training phase we adopt strong supervision available in the dataset, i.e. we employ 2D key point part annotations of altogether M = 15 object parts together with image-level labels and object bounding boxes.
The labeled parts 3 imply places where people usually focus on when being asked to classify fine-grained categories; thus they provide valuable information for generating human-understandable systems.
The proposed Deeper Part-Stacked CNN architecture is implemented using the open-source package Caffe [57] . Specifically, input images are warped to a fixed size of 512 × 512, randomly cropped into 448 × 448, and then fed into the localization network and the part stream in the classification network as input. We employ a pooling layer with kernel 7 × 7 to guarantee synchronization between the two streams in the classification network.
Candidate keypoints
For the key point localization task, we follow the proposalbased object detection method pipeline; centers of receptive fields corresponding to a certain layer are first regarded as candidate points and then forwarded to a fully convolutional network for further classification. Similar to object detection using proposals, whether selected candidate points have a good coverage of pixels of interest in the test image plays a crucial role in key point localization, since missed key points cannot be recovered in subsequent classification. Thus, we first evaluate the candidate point sampling method. The evaluation is based on the PCK metric [61] , in which the error tolerance is normalized with respect to the input image size. For consistency with evaluation of key point localization, a ground truth point is recalled if there exists a candidate point matched in terms of the PCK metric. Table 1 shows the localization recall of candidate points selected by inception-4a with different α values 0.05, 0.02 and 0.01. As expected, candidate points sampled by layer inception-4a have a great coverage of ground truth using PCK metric with α > 0.02. However, the recall drop dramatically when using α = 0.01. This mainly because of the large stride(16) in inception-4a layer, which results in the distance between two closest candidate points is 16 pixels, while setting a input size of 448 with α = 0.01 requires the candidate point should be close to the ground truth within 4.48 pixels. 
Localization Results
Following [62] , we consider a key point to be correctly predicted if the prediction lies within a Euclidean distance of α times the maximum of the input width and height compared to the ground truth. Localization results are reported on multiple values of α ∈ {0.1, 0.05, 0.02} in the analysis below. The value α in the PCK metric is introduced to measure the error tolerance in key point localization. To investigate the effect of the selected layer for key point localization, we perform experiments using the inception-4a,inception4b,inception-4c and inception-4d layers as part detector layers. As shown in Table 3 , a higher layer with a larger receptive field tends to achieve better localization performance than a lower layer with α = 0.1. This is mainly because the larger receptive fields are crucial for capturing spatial relationships between parts and improve performance (see Table 2 ). However, in contrast, for α = 0.05 or 0.02, the performance decreases at deeper layers. One possible explanation is that although higher layers obtain better semantic information about the object, they lose more detailed spatial information.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our key point localization approach, we also compare it with recent published works [30] , [31] , [45] providing PCK evaluation results on CUB-200-2011 along with experimental results using a more reasonable evaluation metric called average precision of key points (APK), which correctly penalizes both missed and false-positive detections [61] . As can be seen from the Table 3 , our method outperforms existing techniques with various α setting in terms of PCK. In addition, the most striking result is that our approach outperforms the compared methods with large margins when using small α value.
The part localization architecture adopted in DPS-CNN achieves a highest average PCK@0.1 88.5% on the CUB-200- 2011 test set for 15 object parts. Specifically, the employed Gaussian smoothing kernel delivers 2% improvements over methods that use standard convolutional layers in BNGoogleNet. Another interesting phenomenon of note is that parts residing near the birds heads tend to be located more accurately. It turns out that a birds head has a relatively stable structure with fewer deformations and a lower probability of occlusion. In contrast, parts that are highly deformable such as the wings and legs get lower PCK values. Figure  6 shows typical localization results using the proposed method.
Classification results
We begin our classification analysis by studying the discriminative power of each object part. We select one object part each time as the input and discard the computation of all other parts. As shown in Table 4 , different parts produce significantly different classification results. The most discriminative part "Throat" achieves a quite impressive accuracy of 68.7%, while the lowest accuracy is 20.0% for the part "Tail". Therefore, to improve classification, it may be beneficial to find a rational combination or order of object parts instead of directly running the experiment on all parts Fig. 7 . Feature maps visualization of Inception-4a layer. Each example image is followed by three rows of top six scoring feature maps, which are from the part stream, object stream and and baseline BN-inception network respectively. Red dash box indicates a failure case of visualization using the model learned by our approach.
altogether. More interestingly, when comparing the results between Table 3 and Table 4 it can be seen that parts located more accurately such as Throat, Nape, Forehead and Beak tend to achieve better performance in the recognition task, while some parts like Tail and Left Leg with poor localization accuracy perform worse. This observation may support the hypothesis that a more discriminative part is easier to locate in the context of fine-grained categorization and vice versa.
To evaluate our frameworks overall performance, we first train a baseline model with accuracy 81.56% using a BN-Inception architecture [29] with pre-training on ImageNet [63] . By stacking certain part features and applying our proposed fusion method, our framework improves the performance to 85.12%. Also, to evaluate our proposed feature fusion method, we then train four DPS-CNN models with same experimental settings (maximum iteration and learning rate) but using different feature fusion methods. The results shown in Table 5 (Rows 2-5) demonstrate that SMM fusion achieves the best performance and outperforms the FC method by 1.69%.
To investigate which parts should be selected in our learning framework, we conduct the following experiments by employing two guiding principles: one concerns the feature discrimination and the other feature diversity. Here we consider parts with higher accuracy in Table 4 are more discriminative, and combination of parts with distant location are more diverse. We firstly select top 6 parts with the highest accuracy from Table 4 by only applying the discriminative principle, then choose 3,5,9 and 15 parts respectively by taking two principles into account. Experimental results are shown in Table 5 (Row 6-10), we observe that increasing part numbers generally bring slight improvement. However, all setting perform better than that with 6 most discriminative parts. This mainly because most of these parts are adjacent to each other so that it fails to produce diverse feature in our framework. Also, it should be noticed that using all parts feature does not guarantee the best performance, on the other hand, results in pool accuracy. This finding shows that the feature redundancy caused by appending exorbitant number of parts in learning, may degrade the accuracy, and suggests that an appropriate strategy for integrating multiple parts is critical.
We also present the performance comparison between DPS-CNN and existing fine-grained recognition methods. As can be seen in Table 6 , our approach using only keypoint annotation during training achieve 85.12% accuracy which is comparable with the state-of-the-art method [17] 5 . In particular, our method is much faster than proposal based methods such as [27] and [32] which require multiple network forward propagation for proposal evaluation, while part detection and feature extraction are accomplished efficiently by running one forward pass in our approach. In addition, we combine four models stemmed from integrating different parts(listed in we use the aforementioned five-parts model and show its feature map visualization compared with that from BNInception model fine-tuning on cub-200-2011. Specifically, we pick the top six scoring feature maps of Inception-4a layer for visualization, where the score is the sum over each feature map. As shown in Figure 7 , each example image from test set is followed by three rows of feature maps, from top row to bottom, which are selected from part stream, object stream and BN-inception base-line network respectively. Interestingly, by comparison, our part stream have learned feature maps that appear to be more intuitive than those learned by the other two methods. Specifically, it yields more focused and cleaner patterns which tend to be highly activated by the network. Moreover, we can observe that object stream and baseline network are more likely to activate filters with extremely high frequency details but at the expense of extra noise, while part stream tends to obtain a mixture of low and mid frequency information. The red dashed box in Figure 7 indicates a failure example, in which both our part stream and object stream fails to learn useful feature. This may be caused by our part localization network fails to locate Crown and Left Leg parts because the branch in this image looks similar to bird legs and another occluded bird also has an effect on locating the Crown part.
Model interpretation
One of the most prominent features of DPS-CNN method is that it can produce human-understandable interpretation manuals for fine-grained recognition. Here we directly borrow the idea from [30] for interpretation using the proposed method.
Different from [19] who directly conducted one-on-one classification on object parts, the interpretation process of the proposed method is conducted relatively indirectly. Since using each object part alone does not produce convincing classification results, we perform the interpretation analysis on a combination of bounding box supervision and each single object part. The analysis is performed in two ways: a "one-versus-rest" comparison to denote the most discriminative part to classify a subcategory from all other classes, and a "one-versus-one" comparison to obtain the classification criteria of a subcategory with its most similar classes.
• The "one-versus-rest" manual for an object category k. For every part p, we compute the summation of prediction scores of the category's positive samples. The most discriminative part is then captured as the one with the largest accumulated score:
• The "one-versus-one" manual obtained by computing as the part which results in the largest difference of prediction scores on two categories k and l. We first take the respective two rows in the score matrix S, and re-normalize it using the binary classification criterion as S . Afterwards, the most discriminative part is given as:
The model interpretation routine is demonstrated in Figure 8 . When a test image is presented, the proposed method first conducts object classification using the DPS-CNN architecture. The predicted category is presented as a set of images in the dataset that are closest to the test image according to the feature vector of each part. Except for the classification results, the proposed method also presents classification criteria that distinguish the predicted category from its most similar neighboring classes based on object parts. Again we use part features but after part cropping to retrieve nearest neighbor part patches of the input test image. The procedure described above provides an intuitive visual guide for distinguishing fine-grained categories.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel fine-grained recognition method called Deeper Part-Stacked CNN (DPS-CNN). The method exploits detailed part-level supervision, in which object parts are first located by a localization network and then by a two-stream classification network that explicitly captures object-and part-level information. We also present a new feature vector fusion strategy that effectively combines both part and object stream features. Experiments on CUB-200-2011 demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our system. We also present human-understandable interpretations of the proposed method, which can be used as a visual field guide for studying fine-grained categorization. DPS-CNN can be applied to fine-grained visual categorization with strong supervision and can be easily generalized to various applications including: 1) Discarding the requirement for strong supervision.
Instead of introducing manually labeled part annotations to generate human-understandable visual guides, one can also exploit unsupervised part discovery methods [12] to define object parts automatically, which requires far less human labelling effort. 2) Attribute learning. The application of DPS-CNN is not restricted to FGVC. For instance, online shopping [66] performance could benefit from clothing attribute analysis from local parts provided by DPS-CNN. 3) Context-based CNN. The role of local parts in DPS-CNN is interchangeable with global contexts, especially for objects that are small and have no obvious object parts such as volleyballs or tennis balls.
